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A visual journey that will change the way you see the Walt Disney World Parks, the creators of Capturing the Magic
take you on an artful tour through Magic Kingdom Park, Epcot, Disney's Hollywood Studios and Disney's Animal
Kingdom. With hundreds of stunning photographs of the wondrous landscapes and attractions as well as insider's
wealth of knowledge, it's almost like being there. Capturing the Magic is a magnificent coffee table book that brings
the magic of the Walt Disney World® Resort into the living rooms of Disney fans everywhere.

"Readers will find this visual treat almost magical yet so real, urging you to walk through those gates once again. It is a
magnificent gift for both kids and adults as it offers great pictorial insights as if you were on a guided journey
through Disney. Other than pictures, the book also offer anecdotes, quotes, and lyrics we all love to hear and sing
along, making this book a complete Disney package." - Serious Reading "

"I received my order today, and it is gorgeous. The time that went into this book, especially the photos is just
awesome!! What a beautiful gift for the Disney fan, especially if you love going to the parks as much as my family
does!!" - Tiffany S.

"I received my copies of the book yesterday and will be giving my parents their copy for Christmas. I've been
traveling to Disney locations multiple times a year since 1997 and have collected a vast array of books about Walt
Disney, Disney history, and the parks. Some books are full of Disney history and information, but this one at 256
pages is the most beautiful and extensive as far as photography goes. It has just enough informative text to
supplement the photos yet not be too basic for hardcore fans." - Krista
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